
ISSUES AND PROGRAMS
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Quarter Ending June, 2015



WEZS provides programming in response to community issues in its news and
information programming, talk and discussion programming, and public service
programming and announcements.

The following listing documents programming offered during the quarter ending
June 30, 2015. This list is not all-inclusive, and the order in which the list is
presented is primarily chronological and does not represent a judgement by the
licensee as to the relative importance of those issues or programs.

Discussion Programming

WEZS Radio broadcasts a locally originated discussion and listener call-in
program “The Advocates” weekdays from 9AM to 10AM and Saturdays from 8AM
to 12N. A wide range of subjects of local, regional, and national significance are
discussed with frequent opportunities for dialog between listeners and guests.

WEZS frequently interviews community leaders in a 20 to 30 minute forum during
its daily news programming. “The Costa Report”  offers in-depth interviews with
national leaders, journalists and decision makers in a non-partisan environment. A
summary of programs broadcast during the quarter ending June, 2015 follows.

The Costa Report - 6/27/15, 6:05PM
CBS journalist and “60 Minutes” co-host Lesley Stahl discusses China’s not-so-
secret plan to corner the worldwide market or rare-earth elements. China currently
mines 93 percent of the worlds rare-earth minerals, and controls the market for 99
percent of the world’s supply of some of the most prized rare-earths, which sell for
several hundred dollars a pound. Stahl maintains that while this control is a threat
to technology based industry in the free world, little action has been taken. (55
min)

The Costa Report - 6/20/15, 6:05PM
 Former New Hampshire governor and Bush administration Chief of Staff John H.
Sununu considers the impact of the nation’s reduced investment in national
security, calling for a return to Reagan-era policies of “peace through strength.”
Sununu also discussed his new biography of President George H.W. Bush, “The
Quiet Man”, noting the former president’s under-appreciated diplomatic skills and
restraint after the first Gulf War. (55 min)

The Costa Report - 6/13/15, 6:05PM
Musician and political activist Ted Nugent challenges the conventional thinking on
mass shootings and gun violence, maintaining that “gun-free zones” are in fact
partly responsible for the increase in violence, and that a lack of preparation by
victims opens the door to mass assaults. (55 min)



The Costa Report - 6/06/15, 6:05PM
Former Secretary of Housing and Urban Development Henry Cisneros examines
current US policy on revelopment and revitalization of public housing and
discussed his current book “Urban Real Estate Investment: A New Era of
Opportunity.”  (55 min)

The Costa Report - 5/30/15, 6:05PM
Publisher Larry Flynt Jr. discusses increasing encroachments on free speech
rights in the United States. Flynt draws from numerous legal battles regarding the
regulation of free speech and his assessment of the current polical climate. Flynt
also discussed his opposition to capital punishment. (55 min)

The Costa Report - 5/23/15, 6:05PM
Juraj Vaculik, co-founder and CEO of AeroMobil, explains why he believes that
fututistic flying cars may be commercially viable as soon as the year 2017.
Vaculik’s company has already produced a working prototype hybrid
automobile/airplane, and plans to have commercial units of the product on the
market in 2017.  (55 min)

The Costa Report - 5/16/15, 6:05PM
FCC Commissioner Mignon Clyburn discussed the significant importance of
communications services to the US economy, and spoke in support of the FCC’s
controversial Net Neutrality decision, saying that it protects “a basic American
right.” (55 min)

The Costa Report - 5/09/15, 6:05PM
Former House Intelligence Committee chair Mike Rogers looks at the current
threat of “cyber warfare” and explains why he believes the US government is not
responding to the threat nearly fast enough. Rogers looks at the recent cyber
attacks on Sony Pictures and the Sands Casino by Northe Korea and Iran as
merely the surface of complex cyber security threats, including the potential of
attack on critical national data assets by the Chinese, Russians, and Iranians. (55
min)

The Costa Report - 5/02/15, 6:05PM
Former U.S. Senator, Tom Coburn, who also served in the House of
Representatives from 1995 to 2001, believes so strongly in term limits that he
imposed a limit on himself. Coburn upheld his campaign pledge to serve no more
than three consecutive terms in the House, and publicly announced that he would
not pursue a third term in the U.S. Senate in 2016. In this interview, Coburn
explains why he left the US Senate early, and encourages others to follow his
lead for the good of the nation. (55 min)



The Costa Report - 4/25/15, 6:05PM
Former special counsel to President Lanny Davis discussed the effect a $20
trillion deficit will have on future generations of Americans and offer advice to the
next president.  Davis explained his reasoning that a federal tax increase is
necessary in order to improve the lonmg-term stability of the nation’s economy.
(55 min)

The Costa Report - 4/18/15, 6:05PM
Steven Peterson, agent for the Department of Justice and Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA) for three decades, and one of the country's foremost
Mexican cartel experts, explained the growing abundance of cheap, black tar
heroin in the United States. Peterson states that one issue which has contributed
greatly to the growing supply of black tar heroin is a lack of awareness of how
widespread the problem is, .blaming a lack of coverage by the mainstream media.
Peterson claims the way to stop black tar heroin is to attack the source, in this
case, Mexican cartels. (55 min)

The Costa Report - 4/11/15, 6:05PM
Former Secretary of Energy, Governor of New Mexico, and U.S. Ambassador to
the United Nations, Bill Richardson discussed winning strategies of negotiation
with hostile regimes such as the government of Iran. Richardson also called for
the Iran negotiations to be broadened beyond the scope of nuclear discussions to
include the release of the four Americans currently held hostage including Jason
Rezaian, a Washington Post correspondent, Saeed Abedini, a Christian pastor,
Amir Hekmati, former U.S. Marine and Robert Levinson, a retired FBI agent.  (55
min)

The Costa Report - 4/04/15, 6:05PM
Iowa US Congressman Steve King addresses America’s immigration crisis and
discuses the reasons he believes President Obama’s executive order granting
amnesty to nearly half the total number of undocumented immigrants in the US is
uncontitutional. King made the point that the United States legalizes more
immigrants than any other country. As a result of the large numbers, he urges
leaders "to cap legal immigration at levels we already have."  King further
encourages his colleagues to work toward immigration reform which admits skilled
workers who will strengthen the domestic economy. (55 min)


